**ATTACHMENTS**

3. Never operate this appliance if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not working properly, or if it has been dropped or damaged, or if it has been submerged in water.

4. It is especially important that the cord not come into contact with heated surfaces as it may overheat and melt, causing a fire hazard. Keep extension cords away from heated surfaces.

5. Care should be taken to arrange the cord so that it cannot be pulled or tripped over.

6. Always hold the nozzle about ½ inch from fabric while steaming.

7. While emitting steam, this appliance may cause burns if it is used too close to the skin, scalp or eyes, or if it is used on any other area of the body.

8. Always unplug appliance immediately after use. Never pull the cord to remove it from the outlet; pull by the plug only.

9. Never drop or insert any object into any opening or hose.

10. Do not use outdoors or operate where aerosol (spray) products are being used or where oxygen is being administered.

11. Do not use the appliance if you have a pacemaker or if you are pregnant.

12. Unplug this appliance before filling or emptying. Do not overfill.

13. Never fill the water tank with hot water. Distilled or filtered water is best.

**USING PANT CLIP SYSTEM**

4. Always hold the nozzle about ½ inch from fabric while steaming.

5. When using electrical appliances, especially when children are present, basic safety precautions should always be taken, including the following:

6. This appliance should never be left unattended when plugged in.

7. Store the appliance out of the reach of children.

8. This appliance should not be used by, on, or near children or individuals with certain disabilities. Unsupervised use is not recommended.

9. Use the appliance only for its intended use as described in this manual. Do not use attachments not recommended by the manufacturer.

10. The cool-touch insulated hose of this appliance prevents the hose from becoming too hot to handle.

11. The bristle brush attachment easily snaps over the T-nozzle as shown below (Fig. 5).

**INSTRUCTIONS**

3. The unit will heat up in approximately 100 seconds. Push button on T-nozzle – light will go on and steam will start. Button on T-nozzle can be used On or as a Pause feature.

4. When the steam is done, push the On/Off switch on base of unit to Off – red light will go off (A).
TROUBLESHOOTING THE STEAMER

• PROBLEM - Steamer fails to heat
CAUSE - Steamer not plugged in
SOLUTION - Plug into electrical outlet

• PROBLEM - No steam
CAUSE - Water level is low (beep will sound)
SOLUTION - Turn On/Off switch off and refill water tank

• PROBLEM - Water drips from nozzle
CAUSE - Condensation in hose
SOLUTION - Hold the hose vertically and allow water to drain back into unit

• PROBLEM - Nozzle gurgles
CAUSE - Condensation in hose
SOLUTION - Hold the hose vertically and allow water to drain back into unit

• PROBLEM - Poor steam performance
CAUSE - Sediment in tank
SOLUTION - Decalcify reservoir and water tank. See decalcification instructions.

• PROBLEM - Dye on T-nozzle
CAUSE - Fabric not colorfast / Touching T-nozzle to fabric
SOLUTION - Move T-nozzle 1/2 inch away from fabric during use. Clean T-nozzle with household cleaner and rinse with soap and water

• PROBLEM - Discoloring of fabric
CAUSE - Dye on surface of fabric needs specialty treatment and cleaning / Fabric not suitable for steaming
SOLUTION - Some cotton/polyester fabrics have dyes that are NOT COLORFAST and are not suitable for steaming. Test fabric for colorfastness in an inconspicuous spot before steaming.

LIMITED ONE-YEAR WARRANTY
Conair will repair or replace (at our option) your unit free of charge for 12 months from the date of purchase if the defect in materials or workmanship is determined to be covered by the warranty. In the absence of a purchase receipt the warranty period shall be 12 months from the date of manufacture. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, SHALL BE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE 12-MONTH DURATION OF THIS WRITTEN, LIMITED WARRANTY. Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitations may not apply to you. IN NO EVENT SHALL CONAIR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF THIS OR ANY OTHER WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WHATSOEVER. Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of special, incidental, or consequential damages, so the above exclusion may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights, which vary from state to state.

CLEANING AND STORING
1. Turn the On/Off switch to the Off position and unplug from the power source.
2. Wait for the steamer to cool completely for at least 30 minutes.
3. Remove the water tank from unit, open bottom cover and empty unused contents. Allow to air dry.
5. Replace water tank.
6. Store the unit.

DECALCIFICATION
If the appliance begins to produce stream more slowly than usual or stops producing steam and then starts again, you may need to decalcify your steamer. Decalcification is the process of removing the calcium deposits that form over time on the metal parts of the steamer. For best performance have the Conair® Extreme Steam Fabric Steamer decal- cified at a Conair Authorized Service Center when you return it to us for service. You can also use the unit yourself by following the procedure below. To decalcify, add 1/2 cup of white vinegar to the water tank and fill it with water. Turn the On/Off switch to the On position, open the bottom cover and let the steamer sit for 30 minutes. Repeat the above procedure as many times as necessary until a normal stream is restored. You may need to repeat this process as many as 4 times.

Always decalciﬁed have in upright position, as water will drip back into the steamer. Always hold the nozzle about 1/2 inch from fabric while steaming.

NOTE: Amounts of chemicals in water will vary in different areas. To ensure contin- ued operation of the steamer, never store without cleaning and removing excess water from the reservoir and water tank.

TO STEAM
Grasp the handle of the steam nozzle with the steam jets facing away from you. Begin steaming by applying mild steam to the fabric. Never steam a fabric in direct contact with the metal parts of the steamer. Always hold the nozzle about 1/2 inch from fabric while steaming.

NOTE: Test fabric for colorfastness in an inconspicuous spot. Drape linens, towels, handkerchiefs and napkins over a rod or place on a towel rack. Heavier fabrics are best steamed on the underside of the mate- rial. This will allow the fibers of the fabric to relax, eliminating wrinkles.

NOTE: Water can be added to the reservoir at any time during steaming. Simply open the bottom of the water tank and pour tap water into the reservoir, replacing the cover and water tank.

TO STEAM DRAPES
Wash and dry drapes as directed, according to fabric type. Rehang drapes and steam when they are in place.

CAUTION: Hose will be hot when in use. Avoid prolonged contact.

TO DEICLASSIFY THE STEAMER
• PROBLEM - Steamer fails to heat
CAUSE - Steamer not plugged in
SOLUTION - Plug into electrical outlet

• PROBLEM - No steam
CAUSE - Water level is low (beep will sound)
SOLUTION - Turn Off/On switch off and refill water tank

• PROBLEM - Water drips from nozzle
CAUSE - Condensation in hose
SOLUTION - Hold the hose vertically and allow water to drain back into unit

• PROBLEM - Nozzle gurgles
CAUSE - Condensation in hose
SOLUTION - Hold the hose vertically and allow water to drain back into unit

• PROBLEM - Poor steam performance
CAUSE - Sediment in tank
SOLUTION - Decalcify reservoir and water tank. See decalcification instructions.

• PROBLEM - Dye on T-nozzle
CAUSE - Fabric not colorfast / Touching T-nozzle to fabric
SOLUTION - Move T-nozzle 1/2 inch away from fabric during use. Clean T-nozzle with household cleaner and rinse with soap and water

• PROBLEM - Discoloring of fabric
CAUSE - Dye on surface of fabric needs specialty treatment and cleaning / Fabric not suitable for steaming
SOLUTION - Some cotton/polyester fabrics have dyes that are NOT COLORFAST and are not suitable for steaming. Test fabric for colorfastness in an inconspicuous spot before steaming.